We investigate an effective model of proximity modified graphene (or symmetrylike materials) with broken time-reversal symmetry. We predict the appearance of quantum anomalous Hall phases by computing bulk band gap and Chern numbers for benchmark combinations of system parameters. Allowing for staggered exchange field enables quantum anomalous Hall effect in flat graphene with Chern number C = 1. We explicitly show edge states in zigzag and armchair nanoribbons and explore their localization behavior. Remarkably, the combination of staggered intrinsic spin-orbit and uniform exchange coupling gives topologically protected (unlike in time-reversal systems) pseudohelical states, whose spin is opposite in opposite zigzag edges. Rotating the magnetization from out of plane to in plane makes the system trivial, allowing to control topological phase transitions. We also propose, using density functional theory, a material platform-graphene on Ising antiferromagnet MnPSe3-to realize staggered exchange (pseudospin Zeeman) coupling.
Topological effects in graphene [1] attract immense attention due to their fascinating physics and potential applications in dissipationless electronics and spintronics [2, 3] . In the quantum spin Hall effect topological edge states are protected by time-reversal symmetry [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , while the presence of an exchange coupling in the quantum anomalous Hall effect (QAHE) breaks timereversal symmetry, inducing topological protection described by Chern numbers [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
There has been enormous experimental progress towards realizing topological phases in graphene, by means of van der Waals heterostructures [15] . In pristine graphene intrinsic spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is predicted to be weak, 12 µeV [16] ; a recent experiment for graphene on SiO 2 found it to be 20 µeV [17] . However, graphene on transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), such as MoS 2 or WSe 2 , exhibits proximity SOC on meV scale [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . But not only the magnitude of SOC becomes giant (compared to pristine graphene), the functional form of SOC changes as well. Instead of intrinsic SOC, graphene on TMDCs acquires staggered (valley-Zeeman) SOC with opposite sign on A and B sublattices, as spectacularly confirmed by spin relaxation anisotropy experiments [30] [31] [32] . Staggered SOC leads to protected pseudohelical edge states [8] in the absence of magnetic interactions.
Adding magnetic exchange breaks time-reversal symmetry and together with SOC leads to QAHE. What if exchange coupling were also staggered, realizing proximity antiferromagnetic graphene? Thus far only uniform (ferromagnetic) exchange coupling was considered in the proximity effect of graphene [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Fortunately, there are now suitable candidates, layered semiconducting Ising antiferromagnets, which could serve as substrate for graphene and induce staggered exchange. One example is discussed below.
Our main goal is to make specific predictions for topo- logical phases in graphene (or symmetrylike materials) by considering those newly unveiled staggered regimes for spin-orbit and exchange couplings. In addition to QAHE phases with Chern number C = 2 (as in Kane-Mele models for uniform couplings), we find C = 1 (single edge state) for uniform SOC and staggered exchange. Remarkably, rotating the exchange to the plane makes the system topologically trivial, making the magnetoanisotropy an effective knob on the topological prop-arXiv:2004.01760v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 3 Apr 2020 erties. To support our model calculations we also introduce a platform for making graphene a proximity antiferromagnet. Using density functional theory, we calculate the electronic states of graphene on monolayer MnPSe 3 , which is an Ising-type antiferromagnetic semiconductor. Graphene's Dirac states are well preserved displaying clear signatures of staggered (pseudospin Zeeman) exchange, also confirmed by tight-binding fitting.
Model. We consider graphene modified by a proximity effect such that the sublattice, horizontal reflection, and time-reversal symmetries are broken. The minimal C 3v -symmetric Hamiltonian can be written as
where c † iσ c iσ is the creation (annihilation) operator for an electron on lattice site i that belongs to the sublattice A or B and carries spin σ. The hoppings are depicted in Fig. 1(a) . The first two terms are the spin-preserving nearest-neighbor hopping (sum over i, j ) and the staggered on site potential ∆ with ξ i = 1 on sublattice A and ξ i = −1 on B. The potential difference on A and B takes into account the different environment that atoms in sublattices A and B encounter in a heterostructure (implicitly broken sublattice symmetry). The next two terms describe SOC [45] . Rashba SOC λ R mixes spins of nearest neighbors, where the unit vector d ij points from site j to i andŝ contains spin Pauli matrices. It occurs when inversion symmetry is broken, e.g., in an asymmetric heterostructure. Intrinsic SOC couples the same spins on next-nearest neighbors (sum over i, j ). It depends on clockwise (ν ij = −1) or counterclockwise (ν ij = 1) hopping paths from site j to i and is sublattice resolved, λ i I with i = A, B. The above described terms form an experimentally relevant model for nonmagnetic graphene proximity systems [8, 19, 45, 46] extending the earlier models from McClure and Yafet [47] , Haldane [4] , and Kane and Mele [5] . The last term in Eq. (1) extends the model to magnetic systems. It is a sublatticedependent exchange coupling that introduces spin magnetization and breaks time-reversal symmetry [33] . Similar to the intrinsic SOC we allow for different values λ i E with i = A, B and orientation of magnetization along the unit vectorm = (cos φ sin θ, sin φ sin θ, cos θ), where φ is measured with respect to the x-axis and θ with respect to the z-axis in Fig. 1(a) .
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) breaks time-reversal, particle-hole, and chiral symmetry. Therefore it belongs 
Chern 0, ±2 0 to class A of 2D quantum Hall systems and its topological nature can be determined by the Chern number C [48, 49] . A nonzero C indicates a topological system, namely, a QAHE phase. As for the quantum Hall state the Chern number gives the quantized Hall conductance σ H = Ce 2 /h [48] . Every change of the Chern number is accompanied by the closing of the bulk band gap.
Since we wish to present material-independent topological phase diagrams, we fix the model parameters to generic values ∆ = 0.1t and λ R = (3/2) × 0.05t, and explore the interplay of intrinsic SOC and exchange coupling first for the out-of-plane magnetizationm = (0, 0, 1). For the intrinsic SOC we consider two possibilities: a uniform (u) intrinsic coupling, λ A I = λ B I , which is of the conventional McClure-Yafet-Kane-Mele type [5, 47] , recently predicted to be giant (0.5 eV) in the monolayer jacutingaite [50] ; a staggered (s) intrinsic SOC λ A I = −λ B I , which was predicted [18] [19] [20] and experimentally confirmed [29, 30, 32] for graphene on TMDCs. This (also called valley-Zeeman) coupling seems not to be restricted to valley-Zeeman substrates-it is also predicted to come from topological insulator Bi 2 Se 3 [51] . Similarly, we consider a uniform exchange coupling, λ A E = λ B E , which would come from graphene on an Ising ferromagnet, and a staggered exchange, λ A E = −λ B E , which could be realized by placing graphene on an Ising antiferromagnet (see below). Overall we have four possible combinations: uniform-uniform (uu) Table I . QAHE phases. In Fig. 2 we show the bulk band gap and Chern number. We find the following for the studied case: (su) two magnetic Chern insulator phases with C = ±2; (us) four nontrivial regions with C = ±1; (uu) two QAHE phases with C = ±2; (ss) trivial insulating or metallic system. Analytical conditions to be in a nontrivial phase are given in [52] . Case (uu) is an extension of Ref. [9] including both staggered potential and intrinsic SOC. Cases (su) and (uu) require finite Rashba SOC to have a gapped system in the vicinity of the Dirac points.
For uniform SOC but staggered exchange (us), no Rashba coupling is needed to induce QAHE. This case allows for single propagating states, which would be a signature for the antiferromagnetic QAHE under the assumption that the absolute value of the parameters of the A and B sublattices do not differ drastically. The discussed topological phases also exist when the exact uniform or staggered condition is relaxed as shown in the Supplemental Material [52] . The Chern numbers are summarized in Table I . Some aspects of the (us) and (ss) physics, without staggered ∆, was very recently discussed in Ref. [53] .
Proposal for proximity antiferromagnetic graphene. We now present a specific proposal for making graphene antiferromagnetic and introduce a material platform for cases (us) and (ss), or simply staggered exchange. The platform is graphene on monolayer MnPSe 3 , which is an Ising antiferromagnet and semiconductor [54, 55] . Since bulk MnPSe 3 is a layered compound (with optical gap 2.3 eV [56] ), and only the top monolayer is important for proximity effects, the platform can be experimentally realized using a MnPSe 3 film. There is an earlier proposal [57] to place graphene on an antiferromagnet, perovskite BiFeO 3 , but the Fe (111) plane that proximitizes graphene is ferromagnetic, inducing a ferromagnetic (as also in [11, 13] ) and not antiferromagnetic exchange in graphene.
In Figs. 3(a)-3(c) we show the investigated atomic and calculated electronic structure of graphene on monolayer MnPSe 3 where Mn forms a hexagonal lattice with alternating out-of-plane magnetization. Details of the calculations are described in the Supplemental Material [52] . The Dirac states from graphene are nicely preserved and reside within the band gap of MnPSe 3 . An enlargement of the low energy bands around the K point reveals proximity-induced staggered exchange splitting of the bands. Our model Hamiltonian [52] fits the low energy dispersion and spin splittings, see Figs. 3(d,e).
For our heterostructure, the splitting between spin up and spin down bands E up −E dn for the valence band (VB) is negative, while the one for the conduction band (CB) is positive at the K point, see Fig. 3 (e). Even though the antiferromagnetic hexagonal Mn-lattice is not commensurate with the graphene lattice, we effectively get different spin splittings for VB and CB. The fitting parameters of the low energy model Hamiltonian [52] , for several interlayer distances, show that the sublattice resolved proximity exchange parameters have opposite signs.
Nanoribbons. We now go back to the model investigations. Due to bulk-edge correspondence the Chern number gives the number of topological states that appear per edge in a nanoribbon. For zigzag and armchair termination this is displayed in the first and second column of Fig. 4 , respectively. The nanoribbon spectra confirm the presence of chiral edge states in the QAHE phases (su), (us), and (uu) [52] . In a finite flake the states of both termination types connect and travel along the edges as schematically depicted for cases (su) and (us) in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The (su) case is curious. Without exchange, this case is topologically trivial, but protected pseudohelical states emerge in a finite ribbon [8] : along one zigzag edge the state has spin up, along the opposite one it has spin down. Spin flip occurs in tunneling along an armchair edge. The degenerate, time-reversed partners show analog behavior. The breaking of the timereversal symmetry makes the system topological and the pseudohelical states, depicted in Fig. 1(b) , become propagating also along the armchair direction. Thus, in a QAHE regime, we predict protected edge states whose spin polarization is opposite in opposite zigzag edges.
Despite their chiral nature the QAHE states differ in their localization behavior and spin. The states' position in k-space is crucial for both. Inside a cone the edge states are much closer to bulk states and so have a significantly larger decay length [e. g., case (uu) zigzag ribbon] compared to the ones that reside between two cones [e.g., case (us) zigzag ribbon] (see Supplemental Material [52] ). In addition, their spin polarization gets blurred inside the valleys.
The zigzag ribbon in case (su) combines both types of states and allows to tune the spin-polarized interval-ley modes to unpolarized intravalley states by decreasing intrinsic SOC to zero. Note that for, λ I = 0, cases (su) and (uu) coincide and reproduce an earlier model for QAHE states in graphene based on Rashba SOC and exchange, which has two intravalley states in each valley [7, 9] . Remarkably, the intervalley modes, which are stabilized by intrinsic SOC, are much more localized than the intravalley states. Therefore, the intervalley states are more robust against weak disorder. But the long localization length of the intravalley states offers the possibility to tune the case (su) by finite size effects. While the probability amplitude of intervalley states falls off to zero within a few lattice sites, the wave function of intravalley states extends over more than 30 sites (see Supplemental Material [52] ). In a small ribbon the latter will hybridize and be gapped out so that we are left with only one state per edge. Similar scenario occurs in the pseudohelical regime at quantum spin Hall effect [8] .
In the armchair ribbon K and K points are folded back to Γ point, thus all edge states are within the valleys and are less localized compared to zigzag edges due to the vicinity to the bulk spectrum [52] .
Magnetic anisotropy of QAHE. Finally, we demonstrate that the topological order and edge states can be controlled by magnetization orientation. We direct the exchange to point in plane along x; for uniform exchange this geometry was considered in Ref. 58 . It is clear from the presented results in Fig. 4 (third and fourth columns), that in all four cases the system is in a trivial phase after the rotation. This result is elaborated on in the Supplemental Material [52] , where we identify trivial insulator or metallic regions in topological diagrams, and also show the evolution of bulk and ribbon bands under rotation of magnetization. When magnetization is induced to graphene via a small external magnetic field, as is possible in cases (su) and (uu), rotating the magnetic field can be used to perform a topological phase transition where all other system parameters remain the same.
In summary, a comprehensive parameter space analysis of a realistic effective model with combinations of uniform and staggered spin-orbit and exchange proximitized graphene is presented, predicting magnetization orientation dependent QAHE topological phases and edge states. A specific material platform for staggered exchange in graphene is proposed, based on DFT studies of graphene on Ising antiferromagnetic MnPSe 3 . Throughout the paper we consider the following four possible combinations of intrinsic spin-orbit and exchange coupling: uniform-uniform (uu)
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. We fix the model parameters to generic values ∆ = 0.1t and λ R = (3/2) × 0.05t. In the Supplemental Material, we discuss additional information to these four combinations of staggered and uniform parameters, provide details to the first-principles calculations, and investigate intermediate cases for which we relax the staggered or uniform condition for the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling or exchange coupling parameters.
Chern number
The Chern number is defined as [1, 2] 
where Ω m z,k is the z-component of the Berry curvature for the m-th band in momentum space
The Chern number is calculated from the Fourier transformed Hamiltonian H k with the periodic part of Bloch wavefunctions u m k and eigenenergies E m k . Summation is over all occupied bands (m = 1, 2) and integration over the Brillouin zone.
Analytical conditions for gap closings
In the main paper we numerically compute the bulk band gap and Chern number to characterize the topological phase space. Additionally, we provide analytical conditions to be in a nontrivial phase, determined from direct gap closing at K and K ′ or indirect gap closing between bands at K and K ′ ,
For (su) and (us) they agree exactly with the numerically found global gap closings in Fig. 2 in the main text. Case (uu) is an extension of Ref. [3] including both staggered potential and intrinsic spin-orbit coupling (SOC), and agrees with their results for ∆ = 0 and λ I = 0. In this case quantum anomalous Hall effect (QAHE) originates from the interplay of exchange splitting and Rashba SOC. Increasing intrinsic SOC from zero to a finite value along the horizontal axis in Fig. 2 (uu) in the main paper shows the stability of the QAHE state against weak intrinsic SOC at fixed exchange coupling in the presence of staggered potential ∆. The first expression in Eq. (S5) gives an approximate limit for λ I . For small intrinsic SOC it is an exact condition and corresponds to an indirect gap closing between K and K ′ . At λ I ∆ the bulk gap closes in the vicinity of K-points and narrows the topological region compared to the one specified by the first term in Eq. (S5). Cases (su) and (uu) additionally require finite Rashba SOC to have a gapped system in the vicinity of the Dirac points.
Pseudospin and spin texture in k-space
We use the Berry curvature to compute the Chern numbers and determine QAHE phases in the main paper. Here we want to connect the Berry curvature and resulting Chern numbers to the pseudospin and real spin textures in k-space. Berry curvature can be considered as analog of magnetic field in k-space [4] . Thus, a finite Berry curvature at momentum k means that the spin degree of freedom starts to wind at this point in momentum space. The winding can either form a skyrmion or a meron. A skyrmion can be built from the combination of a meron and an anti-meron. Skyrmions and merons are topologically protected and carry a topological charge of ±1 and ±1/2, respectively, which is also called their winding number. The sum of the topological charges from the valence bands (VBs) is equal to the Chern number.
In graphene we have two spin-like degrees of freedom: pseudospinσ and real spinŝ. In our effective 4-band model with the basis (u m k,A↑ , u m k,A↓ , u m k,B↑ , u m k,B↓ ) they are coupled. To map their texture in momentum space we compute the expectation value of pseudospin and spin component j = x, y, z projected on the respective subspace for the m-th band
with unit vectorê j . In Figs. S1-S3, we show vector plots of σ 
The Chern numbers are summarized in Table S1 . The Berry curvature is discussed in the next section. The Chern numbers per valley and band contain contributions from both pseudospin and spin and are not quantized. We now want to analyze how they are combined. In case (su), shown in Fig. S1 , we see that both VBs contribute. The pseudospin texture has a meron in each valley in both VBs. The pseudospin textures in K correspond to anti-merons, the ones in K ′ to merons. The spin texture in the second VB provides one skyrmion in K and one in K ′ , contrary for the first VB we have only one skyrmion in K ′ . If we sum the topological charges over the VBs we find that the contributions from the two pseudospin merons in K as well as the two spin skyrmions in K ′ cancel each other, respectively. Whereas the two merons in K ′ and the skyrmion in K remain and form the QAHE state. From their topological charge follows Chern number C K = 1 and C K ′ = 1 in the two valleys resulting in the total Chern number C = 2. From this consideration we can understand the numerically calculated Chern numbers per band and valley in Table S1 which are the combinations of the contributions from pseudospin and spin. They are not exactly (half-)quantized because we have an allowed asymmetry in K and K ′ due to the broken time-reversal symmetry. The total Chern num- ber is quantized and we get C = 2 (as given in the main paper).
In case (us) we find two pseudospin anti-merons in K and two merons in K ′ . Spin also forms two anti-merons in K and two merons in K ′ (Fig. S2 ). All contributions except the two merons in the first VB in K ′ cancel each other and we find them to cause the QAHE state with Chern number C = 1.
The last case for which we found QAHE states is (uu) which is shown in Fig. S3 . This is an extension of Ref. [3] , where we consider both uniform intrinsic SOC and staggered potential. Similar to their results, we get two pseudospin anti-merons in K and two merons in K ′ (one in each band), whose topological charges cancel each other when summing over the VBs. From spin in the second VB at K and K ′ we find two skyrmions. This leads to C K = 1 and C K ′ = 1 resulting in the total Chern number C = 2. This phenomenological examination is in agreement with the computed Chern numbers per band and valley in Table S1 .
Bulk band structure
We now investigate the Berry curvature defined in Eq. (S2) and the bulk band structures in Fig. S4 at representative points in the phase diagrams. In Fig. S4 , skyrmions can be identified from spin resolved band structure plots by the evolution of spin expectation value red-gray-blue-gray-red or blue-gray-red-gray-blue in the VBs; (anti-)merons from changing pseudospin or spin expectation value as gray-red-gray or gray-blue-gray in the Berry curvature or band structure plot, respectively. Skyrmions and merons are accompanied by a finite Berry curvature. Its sign allows to read off the sign of the topological charge that we can assign to the nontrivial (pseudo)spin textures, namely ±1 for skyrmions and ±1/2 for merons. The sum of all topological charges in the VBs equals the Chern number. Table S1 summarizes the numerical Chern numbers per band and valley.
Localization of edge states
Bulk-boundary correspondence states the appearance of chiral edge states in a nanoribbon if the bulk has a finite Chern number. The number of states per edge is given by that Chern number. We show the presence of states within the bulk band gap for zigzag and armchair edges for cases (su), (us), and (uu) in the main paper. Here, we explicitly check their chiral nature, i.e., a fixed relation between direction of propagation and side of the ribbon on which they propagate. For this we sum the probability amplitude in the i-th unit cell of a state ψ m i (k) weighted by the position of the unit cell in the
where N is the number of unit cells and k is the momentum (k = k x for zigzag, k = k y for armchair ribbon). From the resulting number that varies between −1 and 1 we learn on which side of the ribbon a state propagates and how strong it is confined to the edge. In Fig. S5 we plot the bands for zigzag and armchair ribbons with their localization behavior. Inside the bulk band gap, the states are in all three cases localized for both types of edge termination. On which side of the ribbon they propagate can be read off the scheme in Fig. S5 . In the zigzag (armchair) ribbon, the modes with negative velocity v m k = ∂ k E m k / are localized at y = 0 (x = W ) while the ones with positive velocity are at y = L (x = 0). So they form chiral states along the two zigzag edges as well as the two armchair edges of the respective infinite nanoribbons. For a finite flake of width W and length L we can conclude that the states connect and form chiral states that travel around as indicated in the scheme.
The difference in the color intensity of the edge modes shows the difference in the localization strength. We find three types of states inside the bulk band gap: (i) edge modes outside cones (intervalley states) in the zigzag ribbons; (ii) edge states residing withing one valley (intravalley states) in the zigzag ribbons; (iii) edge states in armchair ribbons which are always intravalley states. Additionally, there are also localized edge states outside the bulk band gap in the zigzag ribbons which have opposite chirality compared to those in the gap.
For a quantitative comparison of the localization we plot the probability amplitudes per atom (unit cell) of states on the y = 0 (x = 0) edge of the zigzag (armchair) nanoribbon in Fig. S6 (analogous results for the other side of the ribbon).
We first focus on the edge states in zigzag ribbons. States (1) and (I) are well localized at the edge. The probability amplitude falls to zero after eight lattice sites. However, state (2) is spread over more than 25 atoms and its probability amplitude is much smaller on the outmost atoms compared to (1) and (I). The reason for this is that (1) and (I) are intervalley states which are separated in k-space from the bulk bands at K and K ′ . State (2) lives within one valley inside the band gap that is opened by Rashba SOC. So it is spectrally much closer to the bulk bands than intervalley states and its coupling to the bulk can be decreased by increasing the gap, i.e., increasing Rashba SOC. Note that state (1) in case (su) will move towards K ′ when intrinsic SOC or staggered potential are decreased. For vanishing intrinsic SOC it turns into an intravalley state and the band structure looks similar to the one of case (uu). Consequently, reducing intrinsic SOC declines the localization of state (1). A decrease of intrinsic SOC in case (us) leads to a transition to a trivial phase (see Fig. 2 in the main part). The QAHE phase in this case and the consequent appearance of intervalley state (I) is caused by intrinsic SOC whereas Rashba SOC is not neccessary and neither sufficient to form a topological phase when exchange coupling is staggered.
From intravalley states (a) and (b) we can see the effect of the size of the band gap in a valley on the localization of intravalley edge states as described above. Staggered potential causes the asymmetry in the size of the band gap in K ′ and K and the asymmetric shift of the crossings of the edge states away from zero energy. Increasing Rashba SOC symmetrically enlarges the bulk band gap of the two valleys and strengthens the localization of the states. Now, we compare the localization behavior of the armchair edge states to what we found for zigzag states. In case (su) the localization for both presented armchair states is similar to the intravalley zigzag state. The reason is the folding of the Brillouin zone such that K and K ′ fall on top of each other for armchair terminated ribbons. Thus, states (3) and (4) are both inside the valley gap close to the bulk bands. The size of the gap determines their localization strength. Similar arguments hold for states (c) and (d). For state (II) we also observe a reduced localization compared to its zigzag counterpart because it resides inside the valley. Since the gap is larger than in cases (su) and (uu) state (II) is best localized in comparison to the other presented armchair modes.
Rotation of magnetization
In the main paper we state that rotating the orientation of magnetization from z-to x-direction turns the system into a trivial insulator or metal. In Figs. S7 and S8 we confirm this by plotting the bulk band gap and Chern numbers for magnetization along x-and y-direction, respectively. The phase diagrams look very similar in both cases, there are only small differences in the exact position of some gap closings. For example in case (ss), the grey lines at the right edge of the plot split in Fig. S8 which is not the case in Fig. S7 .
Further, we present the evolution of the bulk bands and the zigzag band structures for cases (su), (us), and (ss), when magnetization is gradually rotated from z-to
x-direction, in Figs. S9 and S10, respectively.
In case (su) we can follow the bulk gap closing and reopening in K ′ which makes the system trivial. The same happens in case (us). Case (uu) has an indirect gap closing at k y = 0, which is therefore not visible in Fig. S9 (uu), turning the system into a trivial one. In case (ss) the magnetization rotation causes a transition from a metallic to a topologically trivial system.
We can observe the same evolution from the spectra of zigzag nanoribbons in Fig. S10 . In case (su) the intervalley states separate and the bulk bands in both cones get close to zero energy. In the zigzag ribbon, there are still states which are localized at the edge but we checked that they are absent in the armchair ribbon in agreement with being a trivial system. The QAHE states in case (us) split and move to higher energy in the spectrum when the corresponding bulk gap closes and reopens, turning the systems into trivial insulators. In case (uu) the edge states merge into the cones when the system enters the trivial insulator phase. The bands in case (ss) follow the transition from metallic to trivial insulator analog to the bulk system.
First-Principles Calculations

Computational Details and Geometry
The electronic structure calculations and structural relaxation of graphene on MnPSe 3 are performed by density functional theory (DFT) [5] with Quantum ESPRESSO [6] . Self-consistent calculations are carried out with the k-point sampling of 30 × 30 × 1 to get converged results for the proximity exchange splittings. We perform open shell calculations that provide the spinpolarized antiferromagnetic ground state of MnPSe 3 . A Hubbard parameter of U = 5 eV is used for Mn d-orbitals, in agreement with recent calculations [7, 8] . We use an energy cutoff for charge density of 700 Ry and the kinetic energy cutoff for wavefunctions is 65 Ry for the scalar relativistic pseudopotential with the projector augmented wave method [9] with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange correlation functional [10] . For the relaxation of the heterostructures, we add van der Waals corrections [11, 12] and use quasi-Newton algorithm based on trust radius procedure. In order to simulate quasi-2D systems, we add a vacuum of 20 Å to avoid interactions between periodic images in our slab geometry. To determine the interlayer distances, the atoms of graphene are allowed to relax only along z-direction (vertical to the layers) and the atoms of MnPSe 3 are allowed to move in all directions, until every component of each force is reduced below 10 −3 [Ry/a 0 ], where a 0 is the Bohr radius.
The heterostructure of graphene/MnPSe 3 contains a 5 × 5 supercell of graphene on a 2 × 2 MnPSe 3 supercell. We stretch the lattice constant of graphene [13] from 2.46 Å to 2.48 Å and compress the lattice constant of MnPSe 3 by roughly 3% from 6.387 Å [14] to 6.20 Å. The considered heterostructure model has a lattice constant of 12.4 Å and contains 90 atoms in the unit cell. The average interlayer distance is relaxed to 3.36 Å.
Low energy model Hamiltonian
From our first principles calculations, we extract the low energy band structure of the proximitized graphene. The following Hamiltonian, derived from symmetry [15] [16] [17] , is able to describe the graphene bands in the vicinity of the Dirac points when only proximity exchange and no SOC is present
We denote v is κ = ±1 for ±K and the Pauli matrices s i , act on spin (↑, ↓), and σ i on pseudospin (A, B) , with i = 0, x, y, z.
For short notation we introduce σ ± = 1 2 (σ z ± σ 0 ). The staggered potential is ∆ and the proximity exchange parameters are λ A E and λ B E . As a basis we use the four states |Ψ A , ↑ , |Ψ A , ↓ , |Ψ B , ↑ , and |Ψ B , ↓ . Note that the model Hamiltonian is centered around zero energy Fermi level. For the first principles results this is not necessarily the case, as doping can occur. Therefore we introduce another parameter E D , which introduces a shift on the global model band structure and we call it the Dirac point energy.
Smaller interlayer distance
Compared to the band structure in the main text, we want to check if the staggered proximity exchange can be enhanced by decreasing the interlayer distance between graphene and MnPSe 3 . In Fig. S11 we show the calculated band structure and a zoom to the low energy Dirac bands, when we decrease the relaxed interlayer distance by 0.2 Å to 3.16 Å. Indeed, the band splittings E up −E dn increase to about 200 µeV close to the K point and are still opposite in sign for VB and conduction band (CB).
In Table S2 we summarize the fit results of Hamiltonian H GR for different interlayer distances. Most interesting is the fact that the two proximity exchange parameters λ A E and λ B E are opposite in sign and their magnitude can be enhanced by decreasing the distance between graphene and the antiferromagnet MnPSe 3 .
Intermediate staggered and uniform cases
For simplicity, we considered so far combinations of exact staggered or uniform intrinsic spin-orbit and exchange coupling. In this section we relax the staggered or uniform condition and discuss intermediate cases. We denote the cases as before (intrinsic SOC -exchange coupling) and indicate the parameter, that is varied, by x, the magnitude of the other parameter is fixed to
The phase diagrams are shown in Fig. S12 . They demonstrate that the topological phases, which we found in the main paper, do not rely on the condition of exactly staggered or uniform parameters. They allow a significant difference in the absolute value of the parameters for A and B sublattice since the phases that are traversed by the diagonals of the phase space extend over large regions.
This can be seen for the C = ±2 phase of case (su) in Fig. S12(sx) for the exchange coupling and in Fig. S12(xu) for the intrinsic SOC. The stability of the C = ±1 phases of case (us) is investigated in Fig. S12(ux) for the exchange coupling. Indeed, C = ±1 survives when the absolute value of the staggered (opposite sign) exchange coupling parameter on B is about 40% larger than the one on A, as found for the proximity exchange parameters extracted from our DFT calculations for the graphene/MnPSe 3 heterostructure. In Fig. S13 we show the bandstructure of a zigzag and armchair nanoribbon for such a case and find one QAHE state per edge. Since we changed the magnitude of the exchange parameter λ B E compared to the results in the main paper, the states that are localized on the B sublattice in the zigzag ribbon are shifted in energy (red states). In the armchair ribbon both edges contain A and B atoms. Consequently, both edge states experience an energy shift. The C = ±1 phases in the (ux) diagram even extend into a region where both exchange coupling parameters have the same sign but different magnitude. Figure S12(xs) shows the strong robustness of the C = ±1 phase against a deviation from the uniform intrinsic SOC. We find that the phase not only survives a remarkably large difference in the absolute value of the SOC parameters on A and B but even exists for SOC parameters with opposite sign and different absolute values. Furthermore, the phase space becomes richer, when we allow for different absolute values of intrinsic spin-orbit and exchange coupling on A and B sublattice, introducing additional topologically nontrivial phases. 
Robustness with respect to uniform disorder
Both cases (us) and (su) host topologically protected states indicated by the Chern number of the bulk system, which are well recognizable in the band structure of zigzag ribbons. In order to give more qualitative insight into how well these states are protected, we need to give an energy scale. Here, we investigate the behavior of low-energy states of finite flakes, which are mostly zigzag-edge terminated, under uniform onsite disorder. We add random onsite disorder on each lattice site, being the same for each spin, i.e. preserving time-reversal symmetry. The onsite disorder is randomly drawn from a uniform distribution within the interval [−V d , V d ] with the disorder strength V d . This type of disorder could be present when graphene is placed onto a rough substrate, which induces charge puddles, local variations in the potentials (although this disorder type has a longrange correlation).
In Fig. S14 (us) and (su) we show typical low-energy states of such flakes in the presence of disorder, where the disorder strength is indicated in the figure. This gives a qualitative picture of the energy scale of the disorder strength up to which the states are still robust against the disorder. For case (us) the states start to differ from the expected spin distribution at about 0.5t, where they can scatter into different spin polarized states. This energy is on the order of twice the exchange energy or the intrinsic spin-orbit coupling, which are responsible for gap opening in the system.
The case (su) shows well known [18] local spinpolarized pseudohelical states. They are in accordance with the findings of the zigzag band structure study in the main text. The only difference is that the spinless states (from the zigzag band calculation), centered within one valley, are absent due to finite size effects (this is known behavior, very analogous to the exchange-less case [18] ). It is also interesting in that case to study the behavior with respect to random onsite disorder. These local spinpolarized states behave very similar to their exchange-less counterpart, being robust up to a disorder strength of about 0.3t.
In conclusion, states from the (us) and (su) cases are robust against random onsite disorder, moreover they should withstand magnetic disorder, as time-reversal symmetry is already broken here by the exchange parts. The quantitative behavior with respect to disorder calls for a more detailed study.
